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Iguana Yachts launches the brand-new amphibious model, 
Sport. Perfect for cruising, water sports, fishing, and family 
trips!  

Over the past ten years, the shipyard has acquired experience and knowledge by designing, 
building, and perfecting many different models. The Iguana Sport is a mix of the best Iguana 
models to create a boat that is both stronger and more versatile with a beautiful aesthetic. The 
Iguana Sport is one of Iguana‘s most ingenious designs.  

The Iguana Sport is a combination of elegance and comfort. This 9.2m center console is made 
for all types of activities with a practical, versatile, and stylish deck. It can hold 12 passengers 
and hit a top speed of 48 knots on the water with twin 350 HP.  

Designed for the US market, the Iguana Sport is the new version of the center console Iguana 
boat. With a large helm, lots of equipment and storage, and comfortable seats, this model 
adopts the codes of American boats whilst keeping a very sleek and elegant look like the Iguana 
Original. Iguanas Sport is already in the USA and is available for sea trials in Elk Rapids, 
Michigan.  

“The Iguana Sport is the result of 3 years of research and development inside the Iguana 
Research Unit. We have learned a lot by working on this model. It is a beautiful product that is 
both functional and versatile.” Iguana Research Unit  

A MORE PRACTICAL AND VERSATILE DECK  

AN AMPHIBIAN MADE FOR THE US MARKET  

The Iguana Sport is above all a very practical boat made for multiple uses and activities  
such as cruising, water sports, fishing, family trips and sunbathing. The Iguana Research  
Unit worked on creating a spacious and ergonomic deck for life onboard. With a large seating 
area at the back, a comfortable dual seat at the front, two helm mitigating seats and an electric 
head the Sport provides comfort and space.  

This 9m rigid-hull model adopts the codes of the American center console with a powerful 
design, a large helm, lots of storage, 2 shock mitigating helm seats, a sea deck, sunshade 
extensions, a glass cockpit, large and comfortable seats, integrated cup holders, an electric 
head and more.  

With this new model, Iguana Yachts creates the perfect amphibious boat for the American 
market. Iguana Sports are currently being built at the shipyard. A snow-white Iguana Sport with 
classic gray upholstery and a metallic gray Iguana Sport with a carbon fiber Hard- Top, has 
arrived to the USA. The first one is here in Michigan with Elk Rapids Marina, an official dealer. 



“After the success of the Iguana X100 in Europe and in the world, we want to reach the 
American market with this brand-new rigid hull model: the Iguana Sport.” Julien Poirier, General 
Manager  

A BEAUTIFUL DESIGN WITH IGUANA SIGNATURE LOOK  

“Our inspiration came from the other Iguanas as well as from other projects we are working on. 
Having the chance to work on so many different projects give us the opportunity to be more 
creative.” Vivien Durisotti, Iguana Designer  

To learn more, Contact Elk Rapids Marina 

Just like any other Iguana, the Iguana Sport is both beautiful and well designed. The well-known 
French designers, Antoine Fritsch and Vivien Durisotti have worked to create a boat with a 
classic Mediterranean look. With sleek lines, a minimal and chic aesthetic, the Iguana Sport will 
appeal to boaters drawn to beautiful products. The Iguana Sport is also customizable with many 
options from integrated sunshades to custom painted engines and underwater LEDs. The 
Iguana Sport has a unique hard top that is streamlined, giving it an attractive look on the water.  
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Genesis of the Concept  

It is in Normandy, one of the most tidal regions in the world, that the Iguana amphibious solution 
was invented by Antoine Brugidou, to enable quick and easy access to the sea, and to offer 
leisure boating without constraints. Antoine Brugidou's idea was to build a high-performance 
boat with the all-terrain land mobility as a plus. A boat that can be enjoyed at anytime, anywhere 
as it does not need to be anchored, moored, or towed.  

French Innovative Shipyard  

For 14 years Iguana Yachts has been offering effortless boating experiences with its unique 
amphibious technology. Iguana innovative amphibious boats are hand built in Normandy by a 
highly experienced team of designers, engineers, and craftsmen. Iguanas are all over the world 
across six continents used for superyachts, waterfront properties, private islands, hotels, and 
resorts.  

  
ONLY DEALER IN UNITED STATES, 

THAT CAN OFFER YOU A PERSONAL SEA TRAIL 
TODAY! 
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